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Estimation for Continuous Exponential Families 
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Cornell University, and University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Communicated by A. Cohen 
A unified theory of simultaneous estimation of parameters for the continuous 
exponential family is presented. Estimators are constructed that improve on the 
standard ones (the maximum likelihood, UMVUE or best invariant estimator). 
These improved estimators shift the standard ones towards possibly non-zero points 
or data based points. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Attention has recently been focused on the problem of improving upon the 
p-dimensional standard estimator (maximum likelihood estimator, uniformly 
minimum variance unbiased estimator, the best invariant estimator) based on 
observations from continuous exponential families. Results in this area can 
be found in Hudson (1978), Berger (1980), and Ghosh and Parsian (1980). 
Most of the estimators proposed in these papers shrink the standard 
estimator towards the origin. Although these improved estimators have 
uniformly smaller risk than the standard estimator, substantial reduction in 
risk occurs only for those parameters near the origin. Therefore, if the prior 
belief indicates that the true parameter is far away from the origin, little gain 
is expected in using the improved estimators. 
In this note, we construct improved estimators that shrink the usual ones 
towards a prechosen point @i,..., ,uJ (not necessarily the origin) or towards 
the common (geometric or arithmetic) mean of the p observations; the 
former is particularly useful for the situation when prior information 
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indicates that the true parameter is near b i,.,.,p& and the latter is designed 
for the case when the components of the true parameter are expected to be 
identical. The improved estimator is derived by solving a related differential 
inequality. The present paper is a companion paper of an earlier paper by 
Ghosh, Hwang and Tsui (1983), in which estimators improving on the 
standard ones are obtained for the discrete .exponential family. The 
estimators proposed in the earlier paper also shrink the standard ones 
towards certain arbitrarily prechosen points (not necessarily the origin) or 
towards certain order statistics. Solutions for certain difference inequalities 
are key in deriving the results. In contrast, this paper focuses on solutions to 
certain differential inequalities. 
We shall motivate, introduce, and obtain solutions for the general 
inequality in Section 2. Specific applications are considered in Section 3. 
2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AND SOLUTIONS FOR THE 
GENERAL DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITY 
Suppose xi, i= I,..., p are independent, and xi has pdf 
with respect to Lebesgue measure on (ai, bi), a, and bi being possibly 
infinite, i = 1 ,...,p. It is assumed that ri(xi) is absolutely continuous and 
strictly monotonic. It is desired to estimate 8= (0, ,..., 19,) when 
x=(x1 ,..., x,) is observed. 
For an estimate 6”(x) = (6’(x),..., 6;(x)) of 19, let si(x) be such that so 
def= aSi(X)/aXi = s:(X) ri(Xi)* Let qi(X) = rf(Xi) eXp(Si(X))/pi(Xi)a Consider a 
competitor 6(x) = (S,(x),..., 6,(x)) of 6’ with Ji(x) = J:(x) - qi(x) cPi(x), 
i= 1 ,...,p. Write $Jx) = -qi(x) Q,(x). The following regularity conditions 
are assumed to hold: 
(CI) E,&(x) < co for all 19; 
tcIr) ni(x) ZS Pitxi) $i( x I, x, is absolutely continuous as a function I/ ‘( ‘> 
of xi on any compact subset of (ai, b,), for almost all xj, j # i; 
(CIII) 
for all 8,; 
lim,ijai A,(X) eXp(-ejrj(Xj)) = limXi+ A,(X) eXp(--BiTi( = 0 
(CIV) E, 1 Ai(‘)(X)pi(Xi)l < CO for all 8. 
These conditions usually hold, and are easy to verify. Assuming squared 
error loss and the condition that 
PO &@i’W1* < co for all 0 and all i = l,...,p, 
683/14/2-6 
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one can prove (cf. Berger (1980)) that the difference in the risk functions of 
6 and 6’ is given by 
where 
R(8,8) - R(O,6’) = 2E,P *(x), (2.2) 
9*(x) = 5 [qi(x)/r;(xi)] @y’(x) + 4 5 q;(x) @f(x). 
i=I i=l 
(2.3) 
It is of interest to find a general class of functions Qi such that @ *(x) < 0 
for all x for then a general class of estimators 6 that dominate 6’ is 
immediately available. The differential inequality 2 *(x) < 0 with Q *(x) 
given in (2.3), however, is difftcult to solve. We therefore consider the special 
case where qi(x) = n(x) hi(xi), i = I,...,p. Then (2.3) becomes 
g*(x) = q(x) 5 (h,(x,)/r;(x,)) @j”‘(x) 
i=l 
+ v’(x) 2 hf(Xi) @f(x)/2. 
(2.4) 
i=l 
In order to find solutions to the differential inequality L@*(x) < 0, we 
consider differential inequalities of the form g’(x) < 0, with 
+ g(x) = u/(x> - Vi(Xi) @““(X) + t WI(X) @f(x), (2.5) 
where w(x) > 0 for all x; vi(xi), wi(x) and Qi(x) satisfy certain conditions to 
be specified later. A general class of solutions to g(x) < 0 was obtained by 
Berger (1980), and was further widened by Ghosh and Parsian (1980). 
However, they only considered estimators that shrink 6’ towards the origin. 
In this section, we present two theorems providing even a wider class of 
solutions than the earlier ones to the differential inequality g(x) < 0. The 
first theorem, Theorem 1, provides means of constructing estimators that 
shrink 6’ towards an arbitrarily prefixed point. The second theorem, 
Theorem 2, allows us to construct estimators that shrink 6’ towards a point 
determined by the data. The proof of Theorem 1 essentially follows the 
proofs of Ghosh and Parsian (1980) and Berger (1980). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose ,a, ,..., pP are fixed constants and d,,..., d, are 
positive constants. Assime that 
v; ‘(xi) is integrable with respect to xi, (2.6) 
and let gf(xi) = v;‘(xi). Define 
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S= ~ dj/gj(Xj)-~jujl', with p > 0, 
j=l 
(2.7) 
Suppose 
P 
1 Wi(X)( gdxi) -Pi>‘lVtX> G KS, (2.8) 
i=l 
for some K > 0. 
Let t(S) be any function which is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure, and which satisj?es the conditions 
0 < r(S) < K-‘(p -P), P >P1 (2.9) 
and 
u(S) = r(S) s cp-n)‘o/[K-l(p -j?) - r(S)] is strictly increasing in S. (2.10) 
Note that for p > /3, any strictly increasing function t(S) satisfies 
condition (2.10). Then Gi(x) = -(z(S)/S)[ g,(x,) -pi], i = l,..., p, satisfy the 
differential inequality 93(x) < 0, where C%(X) is defined in (2.5). 
THEOREM 2. Assume (2.6) with gj(x,) = o;‘(xi) and g(x) = 
p - ’ 2 f’=, gi(Xi). Define 
s = 5 dj ( gj(xj) - &x)1’, 
j=l 
(2.11) 
where the dis and /I are positive constants. Suppose (2.8) holds with the ,ui)s 
replaced by g(x), and with S given in (2.11). Let r(S) be as described in 
Theorem 1 except that p is replaced by (p - 1) in (2.9) and (2.10). Then 
Q(x) = (@,(x),..., @,(-4>, with @t(x) = -(r(S)/S)( g,(x,) - g(x)), provides a 
solution to the dt@erential inequality G(x) < 0. 
ProoJ Note that 
@j”‘(X) = f(S) w -s + s2 diP I gi(Xi) - &X14- ’ (gi(xJ - E(x)) 
X %n(&Ti(~i)-~(~))(l -P-l) v;l(xi) 
- (r(S)/S)(l -p-l) Ui’(Xi) 
-p-‘( gi(Xi) -g(X)) (- ~ + ~) V;‘(Xi) 
X ) 2 djP I gj(xj> - i?(x)14-' 1 Sgn( gj(xj) - g(X)). 
j=l 
#I 
(2.12) 
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2 vi(xi)@j(l)(x)=(l -pP)B (-*/(S,+Fj - (1 -P-‘)PWlS 
i=l 
+ -q+y) 
i C-P-‘) 5 (gi(xi)-k3x)) i-l 
X CediP) I giCxi> - S3x)14-’ %n(gi(xi> - lTCx)) 
=p (-r’(S) + 7) - (p - I) r(S)/S. (2.13) 
Now, from (2.5), (2.8) and (2.13), 
wx> < w(x)[-w (S) - (P - 1 -PI &ws 
= -KY(X) K - ‘/h’(S) + +) (K-l@ - 1 -8) - t(S))] . (2.14) 
Now since (2.10) holds, it follows that 
g(x) < --Kv(xNiW - 1 - PI) S - ‘p-‘-4)‘4(K- ‘(p - 1 -/I) - r(S))* u’(S) 
< 0. (2.15) 
To apply Theorems 1 and 2 in obtaining solutions to the differential 
inequality g*(x) < 0 with g*(x) defined in (2.4), first note that the right 
hand side of (2.4) has the same form as the right hand side of (2.5), with 
W(X) = T/(X), ui(xI) = h,(x,)/rl(x,), and WI(X) = r2(x) hf(x)/2, i = l,...,p. 
Define gi(xi) by g:(x,) = u;‘(xi), Write S = Cj”=, 1 gj(xj) -,uj15 for some 
/I > 0, where the pis are specified constants. Suppose now that (2.8) holds. 
Then, for any r(S) satisfying (2.9) and (2.10), 6(x) = 6’(x) + 4(x), with 
#i(x) = -qi(x) Qi(x) and (Pi(x) defined as in Theorem 1, dominates 6(x). 
Similarly, defining S = JJ=i 1 gj(xj) - g(x)14 for some /3 > 0 and g(x) = 
p-’ CT=1 gj(xj), Theorem 2 can be used to construct estimators dominating 
6’(x). In all these cases, (CD-(CV) are assumed to hold. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section, Theorems 1 and 2 are applied to specific cases. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the case when xi are independent N(8,, 1). The 
standard estimator is 6’(x) with 6;(x) = xi. An application of Theorem 1 
shows that 6’ is dominated by the estimator x + G(x), where 
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Qi(X) = *(xi-pi) and S = ~ (Xi - pi)‘, 
i=l 
provided that r(S) satisfies 0 < r(S) < 2(p - 2) and r(S) S’p-2’iz/ 
w - 2) - @)I is nondecreasing in S. Similarly theorem 2 establishes the 
domination of 
( 
@) 
x, - s (x1 - X),..., x - y (x, - Z)) p 
over x where S = C (xi -2)’ and r(S) is any function satisfying 0 < r(S) < 
2(p - 3) and 
r(S) s tcPe3’/[2(p - 3) - r(S)] T strictly in S. 
The results in Example 1, although providing a slightly larger class of 
improved estimators, are essentially those established in James and Stein 
(1961) and in Lindley (1962). In the following examples (in particular, 
Example 2), we apply the differential inequality technique in a more 
sophisticated way, generating new results. 
EXAMPLE 2. Assume xi, are independent gamma (f?;, ai) variables, i.e., 
xi has density 
fo,(xi) = [X~-‘~~ exP(-~ixi)]/r(a>, xi > 0. (3.1) 
Assume a is known and consider the estimation problem of 6;’ under the 
loss function 
qe, S) = C(8,6, - 1)2. (3.2) 
Berger (1980) considered the problem of improving upon the best invariant 
estimator 6’(x) = (a + 1))’ x. He showed that, under the loss (3.2), the 
difference in the risks of 6’(x) = (a + 1))’ x and 6(x) = 6’(x)(l + Q(x)) is 
given by 
where 
R(t9, S) - R(t9, So) = (a + 1))’ E,d(x), (3.3) 
d(x) = 2 i xi$i”‘(x) + a + #f(x) + 4 5 x,$,(x) ~jc”(x) 
i=I ,?I i=l 
+ 2(a + I)-’ t$l Xf[#jc2’(X)(l + @i(x)) + {#j”‘(X)}‘]. 
(3.4) 
and #j”‘(x) = (a/ax,) (i(x) and #j(‘)(x) = (a’/axf) #i(x). By solving d(x) < 0, 
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Berger obtained improved estimators that shrink 6’(x) toward a prechosen 
point. Our goal here is to derive improved estimators shrinking 6’(x) toward 
the geometric mean. 
The solutions suggested by Theorem 2 for the first two terms of (3.4) are 
#i(X) = -Cgi/D, (3.5) 
where g,(x) = log(x,) -p-‘C log xi, D = b + Zgf, and c and b are positive 
constants. Now, we plug 4(x) into (3.4) and derive conditions on b and c so 
that 4 is a solution to (3.4). Using the facts Zg, = 0, Cg, < D, b < D and the 
Lagrange multiplier method, straightforward but tedious calculations show 
that 
4+c (&I” d(x)<${(3-P)--$+act j2w-q) ~ 
4G 
(3.6) 
32~ 2c(p - 1)’ 
‘9b(a+l)+p(a+l)b 
(For details, see Ghosh, Hwang and Tsui (1983).) 
Therefore when p > 3, one can choose c small enough and b large enough 
so that the upper bound in (3.6) is nonpositive and consequently d(x) is 
negative. Specifically, letting b and c be such that 0 < c < m and 
m=[2a(p-3)(a+1)-‘-(fl)3((at1)fi))1] 
x [a t (fl)3/2 @ + (fi)3/4(a t 1) $ 
t 32/9b(a t 1) + 2(p - l)*/p(a + l)b]-‘. 
(3.7) 
is sufficient to imply d(x) < 0. Consequently, 6(x) = (a + 1) ’ X (1 + g(x)) 
with Q given componentwise in (3.5) dominates (a + 1) ’ x. 
Theorem 1 can also be applied to this problem and improved estimators 
shrinking (a + 1)-r x toward an arbitrary fixed point can be obtained. The 
results are not reported here since they are similar to those of Berger (1980), 
who proved the results under slightly more general situations in which the 
degrees of freedom a are not necessarily identical for different distributions. 
Next, as in Hudson (1978), considered the following subfamily of the 
general exponential family of distributions given by 
with xi in (wr, WJ and (3.8) 
b(x,) = [ a - ‘(xi) dxi i = l,...,p. 
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The problem is the estimation of (Ee,(xl),..., E,p(x,)) = @(19,),..., ~(0,)) 
under squared error loss. Write 6’(x) =x and S(x) = (6,(x),..., 6,(x)), with 
d;(x) = xi + Q;(x), i = l)...) p. 
Then, assuming that for almost all xi, 
PI) limxi + ,,,, 4;(X) exp[p(t9,) b(X;) - J X;U-’ (Xi) dXjl = 
lim xi- w2 4;(x) exp[p(0;) b(xi) -J’ xiaP’(xi) dx,] = 0 for all Bi, i = l,...,p, and 
(DII) E, 1 a(~;) #i”‘(x)l < 00, i = l,..., p. 
Hudson (1978) has shown that 
R(0, S) - R(B, 8,) = E, 2 f a(~,) @“(x) + A #f(x) . 
i= I i= 1 J 
Using Theorem 1, x is improved by x + 4(x), where d(x) = -(r(S)/S) 
(4x,) -P, Y...Y 4x,) - Pp), where the pi’s are specitied constants and 
S = Cf’=, @(xi) - ,)*. Next, defining b(x) =p- ’ Cr=, b(xi) and 
s = c;= 1 @(Xi) - b(x))*, use of Theorem 2 leads to the improvement 
x + g(x) over x, with g(x) = -(r(S)/S)(b(x,) - b(x),..., b(x,,) - b(x)). Again, 
(DI) and (DII), as well as condition (2.9) and (2.10) on r(S) are assumed in 
order to guarantee the domination. We consider next an application of the 
above result. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let x, ,..., xg be p independent random variables, xi having 
pdf 
fe,(X;) = exp(-xi) Xfi- ‘/r(e;), x; > 0, (3.9) 
where 19;s (>0) are unknown. Here EBi(xi) = Bi. The above pdf has the form 
(3.8) with a(~;) = xi (so that b(xi) = log x;). Let S = Cr= 1 [log xi -p;]* for 
some fixed p, ,..., pP. Then equality holds in (2.8) with K = 4. Let 7(S) be 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure such that 
E, I7'Pl < co for all e, 
and conditions (2.9) and (2.10) hold with /3 = 2 and K = i. 
Theorem 1 then implies that 6(x) =x + Q(X) with 
(3.10) 
Q;(x) = -r(S)(log xi -&)/S, i= 1,2 ,..., p, (3.11) 
dominates x for p > 3. 
Next, writing S = Cf=i [log x; -p-l Cj”=, log x;]‘, it follows that 
the conditions of Theorem 2 are met with p = 3 and K = f. Con- 
sider now the competitor 6*(x)=x + @p(x) of x with @J;(X) = 
-7(S) (log X; -p-l JJ= 1 log Xj)/S, i = 1 ,..., p. Again, conditions (CD-(CV) 
hold, and using Theorem 2, x + Q(x) dominates x for p > 4. 
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Hudson (1978) considered the special case when z(S) is a constant. It is 
interesting to note that the correction terms CD&X) considered above are 
similar to those of the James-Stein estimator and the Lindley estimator, 
respectively. This is true, in fact, for the more general Hudson subfamily of 
the exponential family of densities. 
4. COMMENTS 
The theorems in this paper can be easily appIied to handle the case when 
the loss function is similar to those losses considered in this paper but is 
componentwise weighted by some constants wi. It is unfortunate, however, 
that our theorems do not apply to the gamma problems (as considered in 
Berger (1980)) for the loss functions which is similar to (3.2) but is 
componentwise weighted by e;?. For those situations, there are some doubts 
that the technique of solving a differential inequality can be used to generate 
estimators shrinking towards a certain mean of the observations. 
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